William and Deborah
William and Deborah McVey's stunning four bedroom new-build has been built for sociability and low running costs. Constructed from their own design in the garden of their existing home by kit home specialists Fjordhus, the house is packed full of interesting features, designed to maximise comfort, beauty and functionality whilst minimising energy use.

Building the right house
‘We have lived in Rathmore Road for 35 years. Latterly it became our intention to build a house suitable for our changing life-style; and economical to run in our retirement. The inclusion of eco-friendly technology, materials and life-style were additional aims.

We had a garden large enough to accommodate a new house with the same footprint as our existing house. We wanted a house that was more open plan to accommodate large family/social gatherings.

We have researched many aspects of eco-homes over the last ten years; we have also stayed in many friend’s houses in continental Europe – where modern building techniques and practices seem to have been ahead of the UK for some time.

Eventually we designed a house that we believed would be appropriate for our needs, incorporating as much ‘new technology’ as we could.’

Choosing the build company
‘We came across Fjordhus Construction Ltd at the National Home Improvements exhibition at Earls Court. On their (very modest size) stand they were showing a time-lapse video of a house being built in 7 days in the Outer Hebrides. We visited the office of Fjordhus in Scotland as well as three houses that they had already built – including the MD’s own house. We also visited and were shown round the factory in Glasgow where the house was to be manufactured.’

Preparing the site
‘With the help of our family, we had cleared the site of the vegetation and the old asbestos garage (using a specialist contractor); various trees were removed by our tree surgeon and the stumps ground-out.

The ground-works crew of two men from the Scottish Borders, prepared the ground and completed the foundations and all associated ground-works in the 5 weeks from 6 April 2015. They also installed the 3,000 litre rainwater harvesting tank in the back garden.’

Assembling the kit-house
‘A series of flat-bed trucks brought the shrink-wrapped cassettes containing the house frames to the site each morning and afternoon in a planned sequence.'
Typically there were two cassettes on each truck; each cassette weighed approximately 1.1 tonnes. The crane from Welch’s lifted each cassette from the truck over the scaffolding or over the roof of our house onto the building site; this task took about 45 minutes each time.

The joiners unwrapped the cassette and the crane then lifted each section into place: external walls, flooring panels, any structural pieces and internal walls/partitions. Within six days the structure was complete.

We moved in to the completed house on 13 December 2015 – 23 weeks from the start of the house-build. We are extremely pleased with the outcome – the speed of the process, the quality of the finishes, the economical consequences of the design and the resulting comfort.

Insulation, heating and renewable energy

Our design is close to PassiveHus standards of insulation and air tightness. We have a 7-zone under-floor heating system on the ground floor, a gas boiler and solar water heating and PV. Heating costs are estimated to be £1 per day and our PV should generate about one quarter more electricity than we use.

What is your top energy-saving tip for householders?

‘Decide everything you possibly can before you start work. Be clear and stick to the specifications. Do not defer decisions on, or applications for permissions, services, supplies. Most things take longer than you can ever imagine. Keep in regular contact with your contractors, professional advisors, suppliers. You are important to them but you may be one of many for them, while they are the only ones you have.’

Products, advice and contractors

Much of the work was done by two carpenter/joiners and other contractors employed by Fjordhus (most came from the Scottish Borders). Most of the other suppliers were found through the National Home Improvements exhibition, the internet and Homebuilding and Renovating magazine.